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DESCRIPTION  
  
Adding the Bank Reconciliation (BR) module to an existing AccountMate installation 
requires certain procedures to be performed in order to prepare it for use. Without 
the BR module, users can record check cancellations and deposit verifications using 
other modules.  
 
This Technical Note discusses the procedures required to establish a starting point 
for bank reconciliation; however, the discussion excludes the activation and set up of 
the BR module as you can find this information in the AccountMate Online Help and 
Electronic Manuals.  
  
SOLUTION   
  
When the BR module is not set up, AccountMate uses functions from the other 
modules to record bank-related transactions. You can cancel checks using the 
Record Cancelled Check function in the Accounts Payable (AP) and Payroll (PR) 
modules; verify deposits using the Verify Bank Deposit function in the Accounts 
Receivable (AR) module; and use the Journal Entry Transactions function in the 
General Ledger (GL) module to post bank transfer and other bank-related 
transactions including bank surcharges.   

  
When you activate and set up the BR module, you can no longer access the Record 
Cancelled Check function in the AP and PR modules and the Verify Bank Deposit 
function in the AR module. Instead, you must use the Reconcile Bank Account 
function in the BR module to cancel checks and verify deposits. You should also 
refrain from using the Journal Entry Transactions function to post bank transfer 
and other bank-related transactions. Instead, you must record these transactions 
using the Record Bank Transfers, Record Checks/Other Disbursements, and 
Record Deposits/Other Receipts in the BR module so that you can fully utilize 
this module’s potential. 



Before you can use the BR module, you must perform certain procedures to establish 
a starting point. Discussed below are the procedures for each of the four possible 
scenarios in which the BR module is set up in an existing installation. 
 
Scenario 1 
You have run AccountMate without the BR module. You have NOT cancelled checks 
and verified deposits using functions from existing modules.  
 
Before you activate and set up the BR module, follow these steps: 
 
1. Determine which checks, deposits, bank transfers, and other bank-related 

transactions have cleared the bank. 
2. Using the Verify Bank Deposit function in the AR module, mark as verified the 

cleared bank deposits. 
3. Use the Record Cancelled Check function in AP and PR modules to cancel the 

cleared checks. 
4. Obtain the latest bank statements from each bank account. 
5. Determine the bank transfers and other bank-related transactions that are still 

outstanding. You will later post them in the BR module. 
 
NOTE: If you have posted these transactions using the Journal Entry 
Transactions in the GL module, ensure that you unmark the Transfer to GL 
checkbox when you post them in the BR module. 
 

6. Verify that you did not erroneously cancel or verify outstanding transactions 
using functions from other modules. 

7. Verify in the Bank Account Maintenance function that each bank account’s 
beginning statement balance and beginning statement date match the 
information from the latest bank statement. 

8. Activate and set up the BR module as discussed in the Online Help or Electronic 
Manual. 

 
Scenario 2 
You run AccountMate without the BR module. You have cancelled checks and verified 
deposits using functions from existing modules.  
 
Before you activate and set up the BR module, follow these steps: 
 
1. Obtain the latest bank statements from each bank account. 
2. Determine the bank transfers and other bank-related transactions that are still 

outstanding. You will later post them in the BR module. 
 
NOTE: If you have posted these transactions using the Journal Entry 
Transactions in the GL module, ensure that you unmark the Transfer to GL 
checkbox when you post them in the BR module. 
 

3. Verify that you did not erroneously cancel or verify outstanding records using 
functions from other modules. 

4. Verify in the Bank Account Maintenance function that each bank account’s 
beginning statement balance and beginning statement date match the 
information from the latest bank statement. 

5. Activate and set up the BR module as discussed in the Online Help or Electronic 
Manual. 



Scenario 3 
You run AccountMate with the BR module activated but not set up. You have not 
cancelled checks and verified deposits using functions from existing modules.  
 
Before you set up the BR module, follow these steps: 
 
1. Determine which checks, deposits, bank transfers and other bank-related 

transactions have cleared the bank. 
2. Using the Verify Bank Deposit function in the AR module mark as verified the 

cleared bank deposits. 
3. Use the Record Cancelled Check function in AP and PR modules to cancel the 

cleared checks. 
4. Obtain the latest bank statements for each bank account. 
5. Determine the bank transfers and other bank-related transactions that are still 

outstanding. You will later post them in the BR module. 
 
NOTE: If you have posted these transactions using the Journal Entry 
Transactions in the GL module, ensure that you unmark the Transfer to GL 
checkbox when you post them in the BR module. 
 

6. Verify that you did not erroneously cancel or verify outstanding records using 
functions from other modules. 

7. Verify in the Bank Account Maintenance function that each bank account’s 
beginning statement balance and beginning statement date match the beginning 
or previous statement balance and beginning or previous statement date from 
the latest bank statement. 

8. Set up the BR module as discussed in the Online Help or Electronic Manual. 
 

Scenario 4 
You run AccountMate with the BR module activated but not set up. You have 
cancelled checks and verified deposits using functions from existing modules.  
 
Before you set up the BR module, follow these steps: 

 
1. Obtain the latest bank statements from each bank account. 
2. Determine the bank transfers and other bank-related transactions that are still 

outstanding. You will later post them in the BR module. 
 

NOTE: If you have posted these transactions using the Journal Entry 
Transactions in the GL module, ensure that you unmark the Transfer to GL 
checkbox when you post them in the BR module. 

 
3. Verify that you did not erroneously cancel or verify outstanding records using 

functions from other modules. 
4. Verify in the Bank Account Maintenance function that each bank account’s 

beginning statement balance and beginning statement date match the 
information from the latest bank statement. 

5. Set up the BR module as discussed in the Online Help or Electronic Manual. 
 
 
 
 
 



The preparation for bank reconciliation is a very important part of your cash control 
procedures. It is vital that the records are appropriate and the transactions are 
recorded timely. Using the information presented in this TechNote can help you 
establish an accurate starting point before setting up the BR module and can assist 
you to achieve a smooth and successful bank reconciliation process. 
 
 

 
This information is provided "AS IS" without warranty of any kind. AccountMate 
Software Corporation disclaims all warranties, either express or implied. In no event 
shall AccountMate Software Corporation be liable for any damages whatsoever 
including direct, indirect, incidental, consequential, loss of business profits, or special 
damages, even if AccountMate Software Corporation has been advised of the 
possibility of such damages.   
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